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Attention

  Please read all safety warnings, instructions, illustrations and usage 
regulations provided with this product, and save the manual for future 
reference.
This product is not a toy. It is forbidden for children to use. It is 
recommended that users be over 16 years of age. Keep children and the 
product at a safe distance when inflating.
The product has a built-in non-removable lithium battery. It is for bidden 
to throw products into fire or discard them at will. Lithium batteries are at 
risk of fire, spontaneous combustion and explosion if they are overheat-
ed, impacted or filled with water. Store them carefully to avoid exposure 
to the sun in high humidity.

Tips: The illustrations of products, accessories, user interface, etc. in the 
manual are schematic diagrams and are for reference only. 

1.

2.

3.

Product description

PSI BAR KPA KG/CM2

①LED Display

②Boot up/Shutdown"+" key

③"+" key

④"-" key

⑤Light Button

⑥Mode Selecting/Unit Switch

⑦Flash Light/ SOS Light

⑧USB Input
⑨Type-C input 

⑩DC Input

Inflating Tube Socket
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Use Guide

The battery power is displayed in four grids, and the 
number of lit grids represents the remaining battery 
capacity：
1grid lights up:0%< power ≤ 25%
2grids light up: 25%< power ≤ 50%
3grids light up: 50%< power ≤ 75%
4grids light up: 75%<power ≤ 100%

·Power display and charging

For the first use, please fully charge it first.
•Use the charging cable to connect the 5V USB charger 
(You need to prepare yourself) and the air pump to 
charge until four grid power indicator lights are all on.
•In order to prolong the life of the battery, please 
recharge it every months.

·Charge

Instructions for use of DC interface
The 12V car cigarette lighter can be directly connected to 
the car cigarette lighter (the car cigarette is optional)

·Instructions for use of DC interface 

Instructions for use of DC interface
The 12V car cigarette lighter can be directly connected to 
the car cigarette lighter (the car cigarette is optional)

·Connect the high-pressure air pipe to the air nozzle
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1) Power on/ Power Off  
• Press “②” 3 seconds and wait for the screen light to power on, Press “②” 3 
seconds to power off.
• Press “②” and release to inflation or stop.
• Left the inflator in idle over 1 minutes, it will shut down automatically.
How to Work?
• Connect the air faucet to the air tube, tighten the air tube counterclock-
wise.
• Press “②” 3 seconds to power on.
• Press “⑥” to set mode.
• Press “②” to inflation.
• Stop automatically after reach specific pressure.
2) Tire pressure monitoring
Connecting the tire’ s air faucet with the inflator, the number on screen 
should be the tire pressure.
3) Mode selection: Press “⑥” to switch among 5 modes.
Car: 2.5bar default
Motorcycle:60 psi default
Bicycle: 45 psi default
Balls for sports:8 psi default
Custom: 35 psi default
4) Unit conversion: Press “⑥” 3 seconds under mode selection to switch 
among psi/bar/kPa/kg/cm3
5)Tire pressure setting
After selecting the mode, short press the “③” or “④” key to adjust the 
preset pressure value. Press and hold the “③” or “④” button to accelerate 
the adjustment of the preset pressure value. The value flashes 3 times 
indicating that the setting has been completed, and the value remain 
constant indicating the real-time pressure value.
6)Flash light
Quickly Press “⑤” the light will on, short press once to enter the burst flash, 
press again to turn off the light.

When the battery is fully charged, the operating 
steps are as follows:

② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥
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Specification

Product name Multifunctional Tire Inflator
Model NA0101

Product Size 160 x 43x 64mm (bare size without air pipe)
Inflation pressure range 3-150psi/Q.2-10.3bar

Working temperature charging: 0°C~45°C, discharging:-10°C~45°C
Battery capacity 2600mAh*2

Air pipe size length 300mm (including air nozzle thread)
Product weight 782g
Working noise The noise is less than 80dB at a distance 

of 1 meter

Input interface 1 Type-C port
Input interface 2

Box contents
12V-DC port
1 x Tire Inflator
1 x Ball needle 
1 x Long/short air nozzle
1x Cigarette lighter
1 x Britsh air nozzle converter
1 x French air nozzle converter 
1x Storage bag
1 x USB charging cable (USB charger not 
included)
1 x User manual
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Accessories Introduction

  
nozzle style  lnflation interface When inflating balls such as basketballs and 

footballs, you need to use a nozzle needle.

Inflation: After tightening the nozzle needle and 
the American air nozzle interface, insert the needle 
into the inflation hole of the ball to inflate.
Deflation: Insert the nozzle needle directly into the 
ball inflation hole to deflate.

1.

2.

Inflate swimming rings, rubber boats, bubble bags, 
balloons, etc.
 
Inflation: Tighten the air nozzle and the American 
air nozzle interface then use it.

nozzle style  lnflation interface

Long/Short Air Nozzle 

When inflating balls such as basketballs and 
footballs, you need to use a nozzle needle.

Inflation: After tightening the nozzle needle and 
the American air nozzle interface, insert the needle 
into the inflation hole of the ball to inflate.
Deflation: Insert the nozzle needle directly into the 
ball inflation hole to deflate.

1.

2.

nozzle style  lnflation interface

British air nozzle converter

Road bikes and individual mountain bikes require 
a French air nozzle converter when inflating.
Inflation:
Connect the French air nozzle converter to the 
American air nozzle interface on the high-pressure 
air pipe.
Unscrew the French air nozzle screw of the tire.
Connect the French air nozzle to the French air 
nozzle converter to Inflate.
Deflation: Unscrew the screw of the French air 
nozzle port. Press the air nozzle to deflate.

1.

2.

nozzle style  lnflation interface

French air nozzle converter
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Air pressure detection

When the high-pressure air pipe is connected to the inflation pressure 
detection object in the startup state, the number displayed on the display 
screen of this product is the current pressure.

Inflation pressure query

Recommended inflation pressure gauge 
for common products

To ensure safety, before inflation, please check the inflation pressure 
required by the inflated item by reading the instruction manual, etc., to 
avoid personal injury caused by burst caused by over-inflation.

The tire pressure range of automobiles, bicycles and 
motorcycles is marked on the sidewall of the tire. The 
guide pressure of automobile tires is marked near the 
inner wall of the driver's side door. The inflation pressure 
is related to the load weight. For more detailed air 
pressure suggestions, please refer to car manual.

The inflation pressure of football, basketball, volleyball 
and other balls Is marked with the inflation pressure 
around the gas.

36psi/250kPa/2.5bar

0.8bar  12psi

Tires

Balls

Category Type Recommended Pressure

Bicycle

45-50psi
30-50psi
40-50psi
45-65psi
45-50psi
40-60psi

100-130psi
120-145psi

Electric power folding bicycle tire 
12, 14, 16 inch bicycle tire 
20, 22, 24 inch bicycle tire 
Inch mountain bike tire 
Electric scooter tire 
Balance bicycle 
700c road bike clincher 
700c road bike tubular tire



1.  The inflation pressure of balloons, toy balls, swimming rings and other 
such products is tower than the range of the inflatable pump, it cannot 
automatically stop inflation through the preset pressure. You need to be 
careful when using this product to inflate the above products.
1)Battery and battery life - At the ambient temperature of 25℃, the 
full-charge state of the product has a continuous working time of about 
15-20 minutes without load. Greater pressure load and lower ambient 
temperature will result in lower endurance. The inflation pressure is 
related to the load weight For more detailed air pressure recommenda-
tions, please read the car manual. Car brochure.
2) Remove the air nozzle - After inflation, the temperature of the air pipe 
will be relatively high. Take care when disassembling the air nozzle. There 
will be slight air leakage when the air nozzle is removed. Please remove it 
quickly to reduce the air leakage.
3)Used as a power bank - The product can be used as a 5V/3A mobile 
power bank in a non-charged, non-inflatable and fully charged state. When 
used as a mobile power supply, it needs to be turned on.
2.  When the product is inflated, the device will vibrate slightly. It is 
recommended to place a tool bag or a box under the device to protect the 
wear of the device shell and achieve the effect of buffering.

Product Operation Tips
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Tips: The recommended inflation pressure range is for reference only. 
Please refer to the requirements of the instruction manual of the inflated 
product.

Motorcycle 1,8-3,0 bar/26.1-43.5psi

Car small car tire 2,2-2,5 bar/31.9-36.25psi

Ball
7-9psi

8-16psi
4-5psi

12-14psi

Basketball, football, volleyball, 
rugby

motorcycle, electric motorcycle 
tire



3.  The storage temperature of the product should not be lower than -10°C 
or higher than 45"C. If the ambient temperature is too high or too low, the 
product life will be shortened and the built-in battery will be damaged.
4.  If the product is not used for a long time, the battery may be damaged. 
It is recommended to charge it at least once every three months.
5.  The product has a built-in DC motor, which may generate electric sparks 
during operation. Please do not use it in flammable and explosive 
environments.
6. If the product makes abnormal noise or overheats during operation, 
please shut it down immediately.
7.  Common unit conversion: 1 bar=14.5psi, 1bar=100kPa, 1psi=1lbs
8.  Do not leave during inflation. Please observe the inflation process to 
prevent the inflation pressure from being too high when the preset air 
pressure is not set.
9.  Please use it in a dry and clean environment. If sand and dust enter this 
product, it may cause damage. This product is not waterproof, do not wash 
it with water.
10.  If you are unable to restore the product to normal when there is an 
abnormal situation with this product, please contact customer service.
11.  Use a 5V/3A safe and qualified adapter to charge the product with the 
original charging line. Failures caused by charging not in accordance with 
the above requirements are not covered by the warranty.
12.  After the product works for a long time, the temperature of the 
connection between the air pipe and the fuselage will rise. Please do not 
touch it to avoid burns.
13.  The machine will generate more than 70dB of noise when working, if 
necessary, please carry out noise reduction protection before use. 
14.  When the product is used continuously for a long time, the main 
machine and trachea will produce high temperature. Please use it after 
cooling down. 
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Inflates normally but 
pressure value shows 

Low pressure inflatable products such as 
balloons are not within the measurable 
range of the device.

The battery level icon 
does not light up after

Replace with a safe and compliant adapter 
and original charging cable to recharge.

Unable to charge 
other devices

1) Check whether the power is sufficient.
2) The output parameter is 5V/2A, please 
confirm whether the charged device is 
applicable.
3) In the inflated state, it cannot be used as 
a power bank.
4) Please use the original charging cable 
provided with the product to charge.

There is a leak when 
connecting the air pipe

Tighten the air pipe

The actual battery level 
icon and level in the 

inflated state are 
inconsistent with the

The power lithium battery will have a 
significant voltage drop during the 
discharge process, so this phenomenon 
is not a fault.
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Troubleshooting

Product name Multifunctional Tire Inflator

Slow inflation 1) Check whether the power is sufficient.
2) Check whether the air pipe is leaking.
3) Check whether the connection parts at 
both ends of the air pipe are tightened.
4) Check whether the inflated item is 
leaking.

Unable to inflate 1) Check whether the power is sufficient.
2) Check whether the current tire pressure 
is higher than the

Unable to increase or 
decrease preset pressure

Check for incorrect inflation mode. 
Select Custom Mode to adjust presets 
from 3-150psi.
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 WARRANTY 

We offer 1 year warranty for this product. If there is any issue, please feel 
free to contact with our customer service.
Customer Service: uvkk_service@126.com


